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Editorial
Hail . . .

to our  readers.  The Association’s changing membership reflects the shift  in 
interest in BC2 away from its use in traditional library classification towards its 
exploitation as a potential digital resource of very great value.  However, this does 
not mean that traditional users are now being sidelined : all are important to us.

So onward — and outward! 
Sharing and ‘Open source’ certainly do inform much of our current thinking. 

While we still seek to complete and improve this great project as first conceived for 
use in libraries, we now plan to make it available as widely as possible for potential 
use in the new digital environment, the world of ontologies, metadata, the Semantic 
Web, knowledge engineering, and so on.

The Committee can oversee the completion of the ‘traditional’ BC2, but would 
like to see far more people contributing to that completion, revision and expansion 
and, not least, to the transformation of BC2 to serve these new purposes.  We hope 
to make contact not only with ‘classificationists’, librarians, experts in knowledge 
engineering and others, but also with those in the community at large who may 
between them have  a passionate  interest  in and knowledge  of  a  wide range  of 
topics, be these pop and world music, ecology, astronomy, African history, science 
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fiction, sports and games, religions, gender issues, etc.  What are  your (or your 
friends’) special interests, those which you may consider have been inadequately or 
inaccurately treated in indexing systems (even BC2!) up to now?  Join the debate!

Leonard Will’s article ‘Bliss online’ in this issue is essential reading for all who 
wish to see the direction our work is taking and understand the resources which 
have been made available so far.   Following the article there is a list  of  all  the 
published and unpublished classes of BC2 which we currently hold in a digital 
format of one kind or another.  If you can supply any more of these schedules or 
versions of them – created in-house in place of unpublished classes at some time, 
perhaps? – please get in touch as soon as possible.

The Bulletin and its uses
From the first the Bulletin was seen as a vehicle for conveying amendments and 

additions to the scheme, news and views.  It was fairly successful in the first two of 
these, far less so in encouraging users to send in comments and suggestions — 
especially ideas and drafts for classes needed in their libraries but not published 
up to that time.

We still  need and welcome outside input, even more now, not less,  and not 
merely to help the editor fill up these pages!  Be thought-provoking, critical, helpful,  
please, whether discussing ‘traditional’ BC2 and its uses or new developments.

The  Bulletin is being added to our web site.  At the time of writing, Nos. 36 
(1994) - 52 (2010) are available as pdf files (with advanced search facility) and we 
hope to have earlier issues scanned and added to the archive progressively.  

Library users?
How many libraries using BC2 are out there?  We have lost touch with far too 

many which were once in institutional membership.  Some may well be using the 
scheme still, some may have changed to another one, some may have abandoned 
their  physical  in-house  collections  in  favour  of  online  sources,  while  yet  other 
organizations may have been closed entirely. 

Please tell us about yourselves and any others known to you.

Members far and near
We have  always  had  a  number  of  members  in  countries  outside  the  UK  – 

libraries, teachers, researchers in information science, individuals organising their 
own special collections. One such cluster is to be found in Italy, and a couple of 
pages  are  devoted  to  them in  the  hope  that  this  may  encourage  contacts  and 
exchange of news and views.  We may feature others in future.

2009/10/11/12 . . .  What year is it, anyway?
For reasons lost in the Association’s history, the BCA’s financial year (August to 

July) has always differed from its membership year (April to March), and neither 
coincided with the calendar year.

To simplify this confusing situation, the Committee decided at its meeting on 9 
September 2011 that the calendar year should be used in future for all purposes, 
with the AGM being held in the spring.
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There was, therefore, no AGM this autumn; the provisional date for the next one is 
Friday, 20 April 2012.

Subscriptions paid for 2010/11 are being extended to the end of 2011, and those 
renewed or first taken out in the last months of 2011 will cover the whole of 2012.

The Association’s accounts
The accounts for the years 2009-10 and 2010-11 in the AGM report are given 

again  (p.19-20)  in  a  revised  layout  which  should  give  a  clearer  picture  of  our 
finances.  In future, as explained above, the accounts will relate to each calendar 
year, following an initial report on the five months August - December 2011.

Tradition and eccentricity
David Johnson’s gentle ‘musings’ about the uses (and abuses?) of traditional 

classification in Oxford, while not concerned with BC2, have a great deal to say 
about the problems of organising very large and ever-growing collections of physical 
materials,  the  expectations  of  readers  and the  value  and place  of  conventional 
classification in all this.  It is still relevant!

Class C, Chemistry
This draft may be seen on our website, more or less as left to us by Jack Mills. 

It is being reviewed, but will not be substantially altered, before being sent to our 
publishers.

Class T (yet again)
Four years ago we included a couple of  pages with entries missing from the 

index to Class T, from Contamination to Covering.  This year there is further block, 
between Inter and Inv, with one or two extras.  Was there an error in the software 
somewhere?  The only complete solution would be to run the whole program for the 
extraction of the index entries afresh; that must wait.

. . . and farewell!
from this Hon. Editor.  The first three issues of the Bulletin were edited by H. E. 

Bliss  himself  in  1954  and  1955;  thereafter  Jack  Mills  shouldered  the  burden 
together with all his other work from 1956 to 1980 (not 1976 as reported in last 
year’s issue). When I agreed, perhaps rashly, to take over the editorship from 1981, 
I did not imagine that I would still be in office 30 years later.

So  I  extend my  heartfelt  thanks  to  all  who have  commented  kindly  on  the 
Bulletin and especially to the many who have submitted valuable and interesting 
contributions over the years.  It has been a great pleasure and a privilege to draw 
this material together and present it to you and make this contribution towards the 
Association’s aims.

Now it is time for me to go, and I ask you all to give a very warm welcome to my 
successor, Mr Adrian Dover, who has volunteered to take over this task.  Please 
support him wholeheartedly.  He introduces himself in these pages with an account 
of his own road to Bliss.

Tony Curwen, Aberystwyth, Autumn 2011
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Bliss online
Leonard Will

S A FIRST STEP towards making the Bliss classification available online, we have 
been reviewing the status of the many published and draft schedules and 
putting as many of them as we can on our website.  The table shown on 

page 6 shows what is currently  on the web site,  and which classes have been 
published in print form.  See http://www.blissclassification.org.uk/bcsched.shtml 

A
Schedules are held in a text format known as a “source file”, with various tags and 
codes to record structure and to indicate the choice and layout of elements to be 
included in the formatted schedule and index.  This source file is processed by 
specially-written software which interprets these codes and generates the pages of 
the published volume, in PostScript format.  We then convert this to a pdf format, 
as that is more generally used nowadays. The software is quite complex, as it not 
only  deals  with  the  typographical  aspects  of  formatting  pages  but  also  makes 
decisions, such as deciding which higher-level elements should be included when 
creating chain index entries for the alphabetical index. 

The  structure  and  formatting  used  for  source  files  has  changed  as  systems 
developed, so some of the older files are not directly compatible with the current 
software.  These are being adjusted as necessary, which means that there are a few 
differences between the pdf  files now on the web and the previously  published 
printed volumes. These are mainly in formatting rather than in content, though a 
few changes to notation were needed where errors in the schedules were detected.

The  alphabetical  indexes  have  all  been  newly  generated  from the  source  files, 
without editorial intervention, so they differ from the indexes in printed volumes, 
except  for  the most  recent  one,  Class W: Arts.  The notes on “using the index” 
included with each class are all  the same, referring to Class W as an example, 
because the structure of each index is now the same.  It would be good eventually 
to have a single alphabetical index covering all classes, but this is not possible at 
present because incompatibilities in the structure and content of the several source 
files makes it impossible to merge them.

More recently we have acquired additional software which arranges concepts from 
the schedules in a thesaurus format.  This is not entirely successful because the 
captions used for classes in the schedules are not generally written in a form that 
would be satisfactory for use as thesaurus terms.(1)  Draft thesauri generated by 
this process have therefore not been included in the web pages. To use this process 
effectively would require many of the captions to be rewritten or alternative forms 
provided; this would take a lot of work, but will be considered when schedules are 
revised or new ones developed.

In addition to some of the published schedules, the web page contains some drafts 
in various formats and stages of completion. Some of these are available only as 
formatted pages,  having been created directly  in that  format  rather  than being 
generated by program from a source file.  We do have various other source files of 
drafts of other classes which will be edited and processed as time permits.
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We have  various other  drafts and working papers which we will  edit  as  far  as 
possible and if it is possible to assemble draft schedules from these in a form that 
the software will accept they will be mounted on the web pages with the formatted 
output and indexes.

Readers should be aware that the draft schedules which have not been published 
will be incomplete and may contain errors and inconsistencies. Following the death 
of our indefatigable Editor-in-Chief, Jack Mills, our resources for completing the 
classification are limited, but we hope that by publishing the current state of “work 
in  progress”  we  may  encourage  other  people  with  an  interest  in  faceted 
classification  to  volunteer  to  help  in  taking  the  work  forward,  in  the  spirit  of 
cooperative endeavour that has promoted many other open-source projects on the 
Internet.

The best forum for discussion of the future is the BCA discussion list:

LIS-BCA@JISCMAIL.AC.UK  

You can send messages to that address, and you can review past messages and 
subscribe to the list at 

http://jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?LIST=LIS-BCA

Leonard Will

Treasurer@blissclassification.org.uk

Note  

(1) The problem of converting BC2 schedule captions to thesaurus terms was 
discussed in detail by Jean Aitchison in ‘Bliss thesaurus : progress report 
2009’, Bliss classification bulletin, no.51 (2009), p.9-21.

Our website is at
www.blissclassification.org.uk
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Bliss Bibliographic Classification, 2nd edition.  Schedules and drafts available on the BCA web 
site (schedules for which no publication date is shown are drafts in various stages of completeness)

Class Publd.
sched.

Intro-
duct'n

Summ.
outline

Detailed
outline

Full
sched

Aux.
scheds

Using 
the

index

Alpha-
betical
index

Source
file

For-
matted
draft

Introduction and 
auxiliary schedules

1977 X

2/9 Generalia, phenomena, 
knowledge, info. sci.

A/AL Philosophy and logic 1991 X X X X X X X

AM/AX Mathematics, 
probability, statistics

1993 X X X X X X X

AY General science 1999 X X X X X X X

B Physics 1999 X X X X X X X

C Chemistry X X X X

D Astronomy and earth 
sciences

X

DG/DY Earth sciences

E/GQ Biological sciences X X X X

GR/GZ Applied biological sci.: 
agriculture and ecology

H Physical anthropology, 
human biology, health 
sciences

1980

I Psychology and 
psychiatry

1978 X X X X X

J Education  (2nd ed.) 1990 X X X X X X X

K Society, including 
social sciences, sociol., 
and social anthropol.

1984

L/O History, including area 
studies, travel, 
topography and biog.

X 
(2 ver.)

LA Archaeology X

P Religion, occult, morals 
and ethics

1977

Q Social welfare and 
criminology  (2nd ed.)

1994 X X X X X X X

R Politics and public 
administration

1996

S Law 1996 X X X X X X X X

T Economics and man'g't 
of economic enterpr.

1987

U/V Technology and useful 
arts

W The arts 2007 X X X X X X

WV/WX Music X

X/Y Language and lit. X

ZA/ZW Museology X

(note : this table has been reformatted for this PDF file from the printed 'landscape' version; 
some class names have therefore been abbreviated)
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Oxford Musings
David P. Johnson

y the time you read this 1, the crispness of autumn will be far advan-
ced, and the leaves will have been falling from trees and hedges. But, 
I write now in the dog days of summer. That said, they are English 

dogs, and so it’s raining outside. All the same, the feeling in the air is quite a 
different one from that when the academic year is in full swing.  Despite 
there being a huge amount to do there remains a tendency to slow down, 
just a little, and to allow one’s mind to wander further over those matters 
which the more immediate pressures of term force into the background.

B

The summer of 2011 has seen two significant developments in the organ-
isation of Oxford’s libraries.  First, the University’s libraries have adopted a 
new Library Management System. The majority of colleges are also members 
of the system, and so have also begun to use the new software. Second, the 
Bodleian has opened its new reading room, the ‘Gladstone Link’.  This is not 
a  recent  construction,  but  rather  a  conversion  (preserving  some  of  the 
original early twentieth-century shelving) of the subterranean stack beneath 
Radcliffe Square originally designed to hold overflow books. This shelving 
was produced to a design suggested by the eponymous G.O.M. before his 
death in 1898, hence the name of the new reading room.

The  Gladstone  Link  marks  a  novel  departure  for  Oxford  University’s 
libraries in several significant ways.  Shortly after Christmas this year, I was 
approached by an architect, recruited to design a new library building for a 
Parisian university.  As part of his preliminary research, he wanted to see 
buildings which reflected “the notion of ‘social learning’ and what currently 
goes by the name of a ‘learning centre’.”  

At the time it seemed these ‘notions’ were more at home by the waters of 
the Seine than on the banks of  the Isis.  I  was hard pressed to think of 
Oxford library buildings which embodied any such idea.  But, it would be 
easier now.  The new reading-room is designed to include just such social 
space,  complete  with  armchairs  and  sofas,  and  to  permit  talking  and 
interchange between users.  More interesting for readers of this journal is 
the arrangement of those open-shelf materials which now sit on Gladstone’s 
shelves.  The Bodleian warns its readers that,

‘Apart from the Nicholson sequence, material [in the Gladstone Link] 
is in shelfmark order arranged principally by year of intake (e.g. M.98 
=  1998),  then by  size.  (But  note  that  in the basement  level,  large 
items, sizes ‘l’, ‘a’, ‘b’ are shelved in the NW corner.) We are currently 
investigating  the  feasibility  of  classifying  all  new  material  to  the 
Library of Congress scheme, used in other open shelf locations’.2

1 I was tempted to (ab)use my departing privilege mischievously and set these Oxonian musings in Old English 
Text throughout, but finally refrained from so doing. — Hon. Ed.
2 Welcome to the Gladstone Link! (Oxford: Bodleian Libraries, 2011).
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There is in these words some indication of the vexed history of subject 
classification,  or  at  any  rate  shelving-order,  in  Oxford  during  the  last 
century and a half.  The words ‘Nicholson sequence’ are a reference to those 
items  classified  according  to  the  scheme  developed  in  the  face  of  fierce 
opposition by E.W.B. Nicholson, Bodley’s Librarian between 1882 and 1912. 
In turn, this was based on a scheme which had earlier been developed for 
the British Museum Library, and then subsequently expanded and modified 
for use in the Bodleian by H.O. Coxe.3  Coxe’s scheme arranged items into 
seventy-three broad subject areas; Nicholson’s massively expanded version 
of the scheme eventually included over 7,000 classes.  It was this scheme 
which remained in use at the Bodleian until the 1980s, when the routine 
classification of new acquisitions was abandoned.  Thereafter, only books to 
be located on the shelves in the reading rooms were given meaningful press-
marks in order to facilitate their arrangement on the reading room shelves. 
Oddly, books for the open shelves had never been classified according to 
Nicholson.   Rather,  each reading room had its  own individual  system of 
arrangement.

More recently, the Bodleian has been progressively moving towards the 
reclassification of open-shelf material to the Library of Congress Classifica-
tion.   However,  so  far  this  work has  focused on the dependent  libraries 
rather than on the central Bodleian which still,  more or less,  retains its 
traditional arrangement for open-shelf materials.

As the above quotation illustrates, the Gladstone Link marks a departure 
both  from  the  traditional  policy  of  reading  room  classification  and  the 
Library’s stated policy of reclassifying materials on its open shelves using 
LCC.   One  sequence  of  older  materials  in  this  room follows  Nicholson’s 
nineteenth-century classification previously used only in the closed stacks. 
The other is a sequence of newer material in which the press-marks are, in 
fact, accession numbers and the books are therefore arranged in the order 
that they were acquired by the Library.  It is estimated that the Gladstone 
Link will ultimately hold some 270,000 items. This will more than double 
the  total  number  of  volumes  available  on  the  central  Bodleian’s  open 
shelves.   At  present,  many of  the  shelves  in the Gladstone Link remain 
empty. These will be progressively filled, either with new acquisitions as they 
are catalogued, or with books previously in the closed stacks but which it is 
decided are in sufficiently heavy demand to justify their removal to the open 
shelves.  Sooner rather than later this space will be fully occupied.  It will 
then be necessary to begin transferring books from the Gladstone Link to 
the closed stacks.  A ‘one in, one out’ policy will be required to allow the 
shelving of new books in the Gladstone Link to continue.

Since this new reading room has opened only in the past few weeks, it is 
rather  too  soon  properly  to  assess  the  response  of  library  users  to  the 
innovation.  However, any reader of this journal planning a research project 

3 Edmund Craster, History of the Bodleian Library 1845-1945 (London: Clarendon Press,1952) pp. 164-167.
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on the reactions of users to different classification systems now at least has 
the perfect laboratory in which to work.  Until now, Oxford has had an array 
of classifications ranging from BC2 at St Peter’s College through the first 
edition  of  the  Bibliographic  Classification, DDC,  and  LCC to  the  various 
specialist and in-house schemes which were once prevalent.  This variety is 
being  progressively  reduced  as  the  University  (as  opposed  to  college) 
libraries adopt LCC.4  But, now that Oxford also has an entirely unclassified 
open-shelf  collection, the University’s libraries may be said to encompass 
more or less every possible kind of arrangement. 

Such a study of readers’ reactions to the different schemes in operation 
would be of much more than academic interest.  Suggestions of the decline 
in the importance of classification as a means of access have often focused 
on the way in which researchers locate material  through catalogues and 
OPACs.   Indeed,  access  to  Oxford’s  holdings  in  this  way  has  also  been 
curtailed since one of the disadvantages of Oxford’s new Library Manage-
ment System is that users can no longer scroll through a classified list of 
the contents of a particular library as was possible using the previous OPAC

As a librarian who has spent years working in institutions with classified 
collections  in  reading  rooms,  but  closed  stacks  containing  unclassified 
material, and so is not unused to the concept, your correspondent found the 
whole experience of the Gladstone Link disorientating. Despite long exper-
ience of unclassified closed stacks, once in a reading room, I found myself 
instinctively looking along the shelves for further books on related subjects. 
Rationally  I  knew I  wouldn’t  find them; but like Pavlov’s dog I had been 
trained to believe they would be there.  Since visiting the local children’s lib-
rary as a small boy, this expectation had never before been disappointed. 
That Thomas Beckett and Thomas Hardy may now randomly appear as near 
neighbours is disconcerting enough, but a situation in which they may be 
separated by the latest work on neural surgery can set a reader's nerves on 
edge.

One aspect of the new arrangement which has already drawn criticism is 
that  of  the  impossibility  of  a  reader  always  being  able  to  bring  together 
books  on  a  given  subject  in  a  given  location.  The  Bodleian  authorities 
appear  to  have  foreseen  this  and  attempted  to  forestall  difficulties  by 
permitting readers to move books between reading rooms within the central 
Bodleian  complex.   This  was  not  previously  allowed  except  in  special 
circumstances.  But, since books in the Gladstone Link are unclassified, 
they will inevitably include Theology books which might have been classified 
and sent to the Theology reading room, History books which have not now 
been  sent  to  the  History  reading  room,  and  so  on.   Unfortunately,  the 
majority of the University’s members are not studying subjects the resources 
for which are kept in the central Bodleian complex.  Thus, if one is a Modern 
Linguist, Scientist Art Historian, or Medic. (among quite a few others), it will 

4 Despite this official declaration of policy, the Bodleian Law Library has nevertheless gone its own way: see 
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/law/collections/catalogues/classification (accessed 18 August 2011).
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be henceforth impossible to have all the books on a given topic on the same 
desk at the same time if some of them have been consigned to the Gladstone 
Link.

Obviously, the Gladstone Link is not meant to provide the facilities which 
a reading room normally would.  It does not offer an opportunity for readers 
to browse the shelves.  It is, in fact, just a closed stack in which materials 
must  be  fetched by  the  readers  themselves.  In  practice,  the  Bodleian  is 
betting that it can store the works most likely to be wanted by readers in the 
Gladstone Link rather than in some more remote storage. It has therefore 
reduced its provision for fetching books from remote storage accordingly. If 
the Library loses its bet the consequences for those trying to use the system 
will be serious.  Cambridge University Library states that it expects to pro- 
duce books ordered to reading rooms within 30 to 120 minutes of the order 
having been placed.5  The Bodleian estimates delivery times of two days.6

Evidently  the inherent  undesirability  of  a lack of  any kind of  classifi-
cation  seems  to  have  been  recognised  since  there  is  a  reference  in  the 
statement quoted above to the possible future classification of these items 
using LCC.  Whether this will, in fact, be attempted is unclear.  But even if it 
is done, it will not resolve the difficulty of books in different buildings that 
cannot be brought together.

The  development  of  the  Gladstone  Link  must  inevitably  raise  a  less 
tangible question which, like many intangibles, is all the more important for 
that.  Anyone with an interest in bibliographic classification must wonder 
what, if anything, these events in Oxford tell us about current attitudes to 
classification in academic libraries generally.  Historically, the Bodleian has 
always ploughed a lone furrow and it may, therefore, be doubted whether its 
actions can be thought indicative of the wider situation.  Certainly, it marks 
a new departure for Oxford and, as such, suggests a further down-grading of 
the  importance  given  to  classification  in  general  and  a  classified  shelf-
arrangement in particular. However, since over the last century and more 
Oxford’s practice hasn’t mirrored that found anywhere else, it seems likely 
that these current developments mean little.

What may be more interesting is the reaction of library users. The subject 
has often provoked considerable emotion, but we will have to wait and see 
whether  it  can these days  do so to  the  extreme degree  which beset  the 
period when Nicholson was Bodley’s Librarian.

Dr David Johnson is Librarian, St Peter’s College, Oxford.
david.johnson@spc.ox.ac.uk

5 http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/deptserv/readingroom/services.html (accessed 18 August, 2011).

6 http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/solo/delivery-schedule.html (accessed 18 August, 2011).
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Brushes with Bliss
or, "It's useless to wait for introductions, with the Blisses" [1]

Adrian Dover
a.l.dover@bham.ac.uk

When I joined the Bliss Classification Association, as a personal member, 
some ten years ago, it was suggested to me that I write a short piece for the 
BC Bulletin about why I was interested in the scheme and in supporting it. 
At the time this seemed to me likely to be of only marginal interest to other 
members because I had no professional involvement with BC, but now that I 
have become a member of the BCA Committee, I feel that an explanation of 
‘where I am coming from’ may have more relevance, so here it is.

I  suppose I must always have been destined for a life associated with 
libraries: not only were my parents, my sister and I regular users of the local 
library in Beckenham, Kent, but a near neighbour was a librarian in the 
(newly formed) London Borough of Camden.  So when looking for a Saturday 
job  I  naturally  gravitated  to  the  London  Borough  of  Bromley  libraries. 
Having  enjoyed  this  taster,  I  successfully  applied  for  a  full-time  library 
assistant post with them when I decided to defer entry to university a year. 
In my fifteen months there I worked in both the Central Lending library, at 
that  time  temporarily  housed  back  in  its  Victorian  building  while  the 
Churchill Library and Theatre were built in the High Street, (but at least 
with the early ALS automated issue system, using punched-card tickets, to 
play with) and also in the Anerley Branch library, which still had traces of 
the distinct Penge Urban District Council way of doing things!

Later it was natural, when considering a career, towards the end of my 
degree course (Combined Honours in Maths and Music at the University of 
Birmingham), and having ruled out becoming a professional mathematician 
or musician, to turn again to libraries and become a library assistant in the 
UoB Library (BUL).  This wasn't the home-from-home it might seem, since 
the Music Library was housed separately in the Barber Institute of Fine Arts 
and our maths courses used either lecturers' notes or books which it was 
more convenient to buy.  In fact in three years studying, I think I had only 
been in the Main Library building three times.  This meant I still had a lot to 
learn about Library of Congress classmarks when I started working there!

For the first three years I was based in reading rooms, History and/or 
Language and Literature, shelving, filing (no automated issue system then) 
and answering readers’ enquiries.  I then moved to the Inter-library Loans 
Office, where checking our users’ requests was an excellent way of learning 
about (printed) bibliographic tools.  During this period I studied part-time at 
the City of Birmingham Polytechnic for a Diploma in Librarianship.

11
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Unfortunately we parted company at the end of my second year, through 
my failure to write essays sufficiently matching the marking schedule of the 
Library in Society ‘general’ paper.  (Ironically I was one of the few students 
arguing for retention of this paper, or something like it, in the revisions to 
the course then under discussion!  It was the most customer-focussed part 
of the course, after all.)  As BUL hadn't given me any day-release for the 
course, this didn't put me in too bad an odour at work and, after helping 
with the transition to a new manager in ILL, I moved on to be the library 
assistant shared between Acquisitions and Cataloguing.  When, finally, BUL 
invested in the BLCMP Library System (BLS), it was natural that I assisted 
the head of Technical Services with its introduction and I then became part 
of the newly-created Systems Unit in the library.

It  was  while  studying  at  the  Polytechnic  that  I  had become aware  of 
classification schemes other than DC and LC.  I had taken the cat-and-class 
module during the two years I did study and my logical mind was impressed 
with Bliss's approach to a general scheme in BC1 and with the work of the 
CRG on faceted classification and BC2. However, I wasn't able to put my 
enthusiasm to use until the mid-1990s, and then only in small ways.

At work, despite the merger of the library system and campus computing 
support into ‘Information Services’, with the consequent transfer of manage-
ment for library systems into the computing side, two of the four library 
systems’ staff were still  on librarian grades and contributed half  a day a 
week to  library  work.   For one academic year  therefore  I  covered in the 
Education Library, which had been run independently by the Faculty until 
1987 [2] and had used BC1.  By the time I worked there the bulk of the stock 
had been converted to LC as part of the integration, but even today there are 
still some pamphlet materials in store with BC1 classmarks.  Oddly these 
show that BC1 was ‘adapted’ so that education was class 'E' instead of class 
'J', thus negating a major reason often given by educational establishments 
for adopting BC1: that it provided the ideal order of main classes.

At home, having finally been able to get on the property ladder, I now had 
a room in which to organize my personal library of about 4000 volumes. 
With a view to classifying by BC2 later, I arranged the non-fiction on the 
shelves in BC1 subject order, with the aid of a copy of the  The abridged 
Bliss classification [3], ordered through my local bookseller in 1995 for a mere 
£2.50.  Sadly,  time  constraints  and  the  lack  of  local  copies  of  the  BC2 
schedules,  apart  from the  Introduction and auxiliary schedules volume at 
BUL, have meant that I haven't yet got around to classifying my library and 
entering the classmarks on the cards in my catalogue, nor to ‘reconning’ the 
whole  database  onto  my  computer.   I  considered  buying  the  published 
schedules, but, largely because of the cost, I decided to wait and begin with 
the reprint of the Introduction and auxiliary schedules volume!

12
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Despite my lack of practical involvement with BC I decided to join the 
BCA and support the scheme. Although the cul de sac of library systems 
was enjoyable, I felt I was losing touch with librarianship and could see an 
overlap between a rigorous classification scheme and a growing interest in 
indexing websites, of which I was (still am) writing three.  After resigning 
from UoB in 2005, because of management problems, to free-lance, I have 
kept up my interest in libraries and currently, to keep the wolf  from the 
door, I'm part of the retrospective conversion project team, back at UoB. – 
yes, 38 years after moving to BLCMP computer cataloguing UoB is spending 
the  money  to  ‘recon’  their  remaining  records  for  pre-1972  monograph 
acquisitions!  

Looking  forward,  I  still  hope  to  see  the  work  on  BC2  bear  fruit  in 
classification and indexing and I hope to be able to assist in some way in 
achieving that.  Earlier this year I thought that the BCA might have scored a 
notable  success  when I  saw an  advert  for  the  London Library  with  the 
heading ‘Bliss for bibliophiles’, but it turned out that they were using the 
word  in  its  natural  not  technical  sense!  [4]  Perhaps  one  day  the  latter 
meaning will be more widely known.
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Bliss at large

Most of the Association’s membership, institutional and personal, is to be found in Britain.  
However, we do have interesting and interested members from other parts of the world.  In  
an attempt to introduce them to a wider audience, let us begin with some Italians.

Readers may recall  Claudio Gnoli’s article  BC2 classes for phenomena, 
which was published in the Bulletin six years ago.  He works in the library of 
the  Department  of  Mathematics  at  the  University  of  Pavia.   (Now would 
reclassification  by  BC2’s  class  A  be  an  interesting  project  for  him,  one 
wonders optimistically?)  He is also a leading light in ISKO/Italy and other 
organizations which have kept him so busy lately that he regrets he has 
been unable to write another contribution for us this time.

To make up for this, Claudio has sent a picture of a small public library:

He  explains:  Shelves  in  the  municipal  library  of  Volpedo  (province  of  Alessandria,  
northern Italy),  with volunteer librarian Mrs.  Francesca Bruni.   The very simple shelf-
marks are made of BC2 main classes (B, I, and K are visible) combined with the first 
three letters of the first author. The library opens every Saturday morning, and also once 
a month on Wednesdays for school children.  This is one of the probably very few Italian 
libraries using BC in any way.  No OPAC exists for now! 

Why Bliss? Perhaps because Claudio’s mother is volunteer librarian.
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Elisabetta Viti joined the Association recently.  Formerly a librarian at 
the University of Siena, she became interested in Bliss during the course of 
her ongoing studies for a PhD in bibliographic and information science.  She 
writes “The desire to study this classification was kindled during work on my PhD study 
about interoperability between a multidisciplinary thesaurus,  Nuovo soggettario, and a 
specific thesaurus, that of LIUC University, Castellanza.  In particular, my interest was 
focused  on  the  relationship  between  disciplines  and  phenomena  in  the  different  
knowledge organization structures and tools.  Since December 2010, I'm working at the 
National Library of Florence in the subject indexing department where I'm attending to 
the construction of the  Nuovo soggettario thesaurus and its interoperability with other 
knowledge organization systems.  At the same time, I'm attending to the last year of the  
PhD. For this reason, I've studied the Bliss classification in comparison with the structure 
of our thesaurus.”

In 2010 she contributed a paper  La classe T “Economia” nella classifi-
cazione bibliografica Bliss” to the journal  JLIS.it (v.  1,  no.  2,  p.331-356;  ISSN 

2038-1026), presenting a view of faceted classification and  using Class T of 
BC2 as her exemplar.  The whole article in Italian is available as a PDF file 
online7.   This is  a most valuable and wide-ranging general survey of  the 
classification for her colleagues in a country where it is little known, ranging 
from the principles  and insights expounded by H.E.  Bliss himself  to the 
refinements of facet analysis to be found in BC2.  The more general part of 
the article is followed by an examination of Class T in particular.

The English-language abstract accompanying the article does not do it 
justice.  The author kindly prepared and sent the Hon. Editor a very much 
fuller summary.  Originally, the intention was to print the whole of it here. 
However, further examination of the original text, aided by this summary 
and some familiarity with international classification-speak, indicated that it 
would  be  superfluous  for  most  English-language  readers  of  the  Bulletin 
already familiar with the scheme.

Elisabetta is obviously particularly interested in linguistics and termin-
ology and their place in our work.  We should be glad to learn more about 
the Nuovo soggettario thesaurus, and in what way BC2 is of special interest 
in this context.  (Her library, Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze, is the 
central  library  responsible  for  the  Italian  national  bibliography  and  the 
nation-wide bibliographic network SBN).

    

Also in Florence, a new institutional member is Biblioteca Luigi Crocetti di  
biblioteconomia,  archivistica  e  scienze  della  documentazione,  which comes 
under the department of cultural activities, antiquities, etc. of the Regione 
Toscana.  Crocetti (1929-2007) was one of the most distinguished Italian 
librarians of his time; among other things he established this very important 
collection, previously called  Biblioteca dei beni librari.  After his death the 
regional authority renamed the library in his honour8.

7   http://leo.cilea.it/index.php/jlis/article/download/34/4425
8   http://www.cultura.toscana.it/biblioteche/bsb 
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BLISS CLASSIFICATION ASSOCIATION

Annual General Meeting 2010

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Bliss Classification Association held 
at 2.15 p.m. on 26 November 2010 in Room SB5, University College London, 188 
Tottenham Court Road, London, W1T 7PH.

Present: Vanda Broughton (in the chair) (University College, London); Tony Curwen 
(Hon.Editor,  Bliss Classification Bulletin); Adrian Dover (personal member); Angela 
Haselton  (Hon.  Treasurer;  Tavistock  & Portman  NHS Foundation  Trust);  David 
Johnson (Minutes Secretary; St Peter’s College, Oxford); Jeremy Larkin (personal 
member);  Matthew  Phillips  (Durham  University,  personal  member);  Elizabeth 
Russell (personal member); Leonard Will (Willpower Information). 

1 Apologies 

Apologies had been received from Tamara Lopez; Julie Robinson. 

2 Minutes of the meeting of 23 October 2009 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as a correct record. 

3 Matters arising from the meeting of 23 October 2009 
There were no matters arising not covered elsewhere on the agenda. 

4 Progress of BC2: Editor’s report 
4.1 The Hon. Secretary, Vanda Broughton reported that since the last meeting 
Jack Mills, the Hon. Editor and Chairman of the Bliss Classification Association, 
had died. J.M. had completed the Chemistry  schedule shortly  before his death. 
Leonard Will  had now processed the input files and passed these to V.B.   She 
would proof-read the schedule, compile an index and write an introduction.  She 
further reported that she had done some work on the Music schedule.  She had 
been  able  to  reduce  her  teaching  commitment  at  UCL  with  effect  from  the 
beginning of 2011 and this would allow more time for editorial work on BC2 from 
January 2011 onwards. 

4.2 V.B. reported that the Technology class had been more or less completed by 
Eric Coates. 

4.3 There had been a meeting with the new editorial director for the publishers 
of BC2 earlier in the week.  This had been a fruitful discussion.  The publishers 
were anxious to maintain the production of print volumes.  A possible electronic 
version of the schedules was also under discussion.  A three year programme had 
been agreed for the production of the remaining schedules: 

2011 Chemistry; Technology; Music 
2012 Astronomy; Earth Sciences; Biology; Applied Biology 
2013 History; Archaeology; Language and Literature 

4.4 Detailed drafts of each of these schedules already existed.  V.B. had spent 
some time during the summer reviewing these.  She still awaited delivery of copies 
of Jack Mills’ remaining working papers.  It was expected that these would contain 
further drafts. 
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5 Finance and membership: Treasurer’s report 
5.1 The  Treasurer,  Leonard  Will,  reviewed  the  draft  accounts  for  the  year 
2009-10 which were circulated to the meeting: 

Income and expenditure statement 
Year ending    Year ending
31-07- 2010    31-07- 2009

Income 
Donations 600.00 15600.00
Investment income 

M&G Charibond 51.52 51.52 
Santander share dividend 22.11 75.12 
Bank Interest   1  .37   73  .83   

75.00 75.00 200.47 200.47
Charibond (unrealised gain) 43.40 22.37
Subscriptions   30  .00           0  .00  

Total Revenue 748  .40   15822  .84  

Expenditure 
Bank charges 123.57 120.00 
Bulletin expenses 135.27 77.86 
Committee expenses 539.74 541.79 
General meeting expenses 91.52 25.00 
Software    0  .00   2965  .00   
Total Expenditure 890  .10  3729  .65  

Balance sheet 31-07-2010      31-07-2009
Assets

M&G Charibond shares (678, mkt value)842.08 796.68
Current Assets:

Cash 12.88 0.00
Co-operative Bank current a/c 1020.19 0.00
Nationwide 19542.27 20431.58
Nationwide current a/c 0.00 653.12

Less: unpresented cheque -89  .69  
563.43 563.43

NatWest reserve a/c        0  .00     415  .03  
Total Assets 21417.42 22208.72
Liabilities: Committee expenses        0  .00     649  .60  
Net Assets 21417.42 21559.12

Net Assets at start of year 21559.12 9465.93
Add: Excess of income over expenditure  -141  .70  12093  .19  
Net Assets at end of year 21417.42 21559.12

These accounts were provisional because the Treasurer was still awaiting a final 
statement on the Nationwide account and the value of some Santander shares, held 
by a nominee on behalf of the Association, and which were to be sold. 
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The figures for the year ended 31st July 2009 differ from those shown in last year's 
accounts because: 

i. There were outstanding liabilities of £649.60 for committee expenses at the end of 
the previous year, not shown in the accounts. 

ii. The value of M&G Charibond shares was shown as market value rather than at 
cost, so there was an unrealised gain which has now been included in income. 

5.2 The Treasurer noted that there had been only eight responses so far to the 
letters sent to members of the Association.  He felt that there was a need to follow 
up the initial mailing with a further letter. 

5.3 The BCA had made a small net loss in the year 2009-10. 

5.4 The previous donation of £15,000 from Chris Preddle might be used for the 
development of  electronic schedules.   This would depend on the final  decisions 
which remained to be made about what was wanted from an electronic form of the 
scheme. 

[*** The accounts for these years are shown revised on the next page. – Hon. Editor]

6 Bliss Classification Bulletin 
6.1 Tony Curwen noted that he had given notice of his intention to resign as 
editor after the publication of the next edition of the Bliss Classification Bulletin. 
T.C. had initially taken over the editorship from Jack Mills in 1982.  He thanked all 
those who had contributed articles over the years.  He further raised the question 
of what form future publications should take.

6.2 Vanda Broughton thanked T.C. on behalf of the Association for all his efforts 
over the years. 

7 Auditor’s election 
The meeting agreed that Leonard Will  should approach Ken Best and ask if  he 
would agree to be nominated for re-election as Hon. Auditor. 

8 Committee Elections 

8.1 Adrian Dover agreed to stand for election to the BCA Committee.  He was 
proposed  by  Angela  Haselton,  seconded  by  David  Johnson  and  elected 
unanimously. 

8.2 David Johnson’s term of office as a Committee member had come to an end. 
He informed the meeting that he would agree to stand for re-election.  He was 
proposed by Tony Curwen, seconded by Liz Russell and elected unanimously. 

9 Any other business 

9.1 Vanda Broughton thanked the members of the Committee, and in particular 
the Officers, for their help during the year. 

9.2 There was some discussion of the necessary changes to the different officers 
of the Association.  The post of Chairman and Hon. Editor was vacant after the 
death of Jack Mills and the post of Editor of the Bliss Classification Bulletin would 
become vacant after the impending resignation of Tony Curwen in the summer of 
2011.  If an existing officer were promoted to take one of these posts, then that post 
would in turn need to be filled.  It was agreed that it was important to fill the officer 
posts and further agreed that the Committee should be mandated to review the 
issue at its next meeting. 
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Bliss Classification Association
Accounts for the year ending 31st July 2010

Income and expenditure statement

Year ending Year ending
31st July 2010 31st July 2009

Income
Donations 600.00 15600.00
Investment income

M&G Charibond dividend 51.52 51.52
Santander share dividend 34.87 75.12
Bank interest   1  .76    73  .83  

88.15 88.15 200.47 200.47
Charibond (unrealised gain) 48.82 22.37
Santander (unrealised loss) -20.34 -72.62
Royalties on schedules (approximate: held in euros) 15.72 2.59
Subscriptions   30  .00          0  .00  

Total income 762.35 15752.81

Expenditure
Bank charges 123.57 120.00
Bulletin expenses 135.27 77.86
Committee expenses 539.74 541.79
General meeting expenses 91.52 25.00
Software    0  .00    2965  .00  

Total expenditure 890  .10    3729  .65  
Excess of income over expenditure for the year -127  .75  12023  .16  

Balance sheet 2010-07-31 2009-07-31

Assets
Investment assets

M&G Charibond shares (market value) 847.50 798.68
Santander shares (market value) 690.56 710.90

Current assets
Cash 12.88 0.00
Co-operative Bank account 1020.19 0.00
de Gruyter royalties account 18.31 2.59
Nationwide 19555.42 20431.58
Natwest current account 0.00 653.12
Less: unpresented cheque -89  .69  

563.43 563.43
Natwest reserve account        0  .00     415  .03  

Total assets 22144.86 22922.21
Liabilities Committee expenses        0  .00    -649  .60  
Net assets 22144  .86  22272  .61  

Net assets at start of year 22272.61 9465.93
Add: Excess of income over expenditure for year    -127  .75  12023  .16  
Net assets at end of year 22144  .86  22272  .61  

Leonard Will, Hon. Treasurer, BCA
2010-12-17

The BCA is recognised by H.M. Revenue & Customs as a charitable body for the purposes of tax, including Gift 
Aid which allows us to reclaim income tax on subscriptions paid by U.K. taxpayers.
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Bliss Classification Association
Accounts for the year ending 31st July 2011

Income and expenditure statement
Year ending Year ending

31st July 2011 31st July 2010

Income
Donations 490.00 600.00
Investment income

M&G Charibond dividend 47.72 51.52
Santander share dividend 7.43 34.87
Bank interest   18  .34    1  .76  

73.49 73.49 88.15 88.15
Charibond (unrealised gain) 1.36 48.82
Santander (unrealised loss) -159.36 -20.34
Royalties on schedules (approximate: held in euros) 23.52 15.72
Subscriptions 430  .00    30  .00  

Total income 859.01 762.35

Expenditure
Bank charges 0.00 123.57
PayPal charges  1.45 0.00
Bulletin expenses 127.40 135.27
Committee expenses 603.95 539.74
General meeting expenses 40.00 91.52
Internet domain and web space 23.68 0.00
Software    0  .00    0  .00  

Total expenditure 796  .48  890  .10  
Excess of income over expenditure for the year   62  .53  -127  .75  

Balance sheet 2011-07-31 2009-07-31

Assets
Investment assets

M&G Charibond shares (market value) 848.86 847.50
Santander shares (market value) 531.20 690.56

Current assets
Cash 0.00 12.88
Co-operative Bank account 20757.22 1020.19
de Gruyter royalties account 41.83 18.31
Nationwide 0.00 19555.42
Natwest current account 0.00 0.00
PayPal account 28.28 0.00
Natwest reserve account        0  .00         0  .00  

Total assets 22207.39 22144.86
Liabilities        0  .00          0  .00  
Net assets 22707  .39  22144  .86  

Net assets at start of year 22144.86 22272.61
Add: Excess of income over expenditure for year       62  .53      -127  .75  
Net assets at end of year 22207  .39  22144  .86  

Leonard Will, Hon. Treasurer, BCA
2011-08-18

The BCA is recognised by H.M. Revenue & Customs as a charitable body for the purposes of tax, including Gift 
Aid which allows us to reclaim income tax on subscriptions paid by U.K. taxpayers.
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The Bliss Classification Association
an association to develop and promote the 

Bliss Bibliographic Classification

Officers and Members of the Committee 2011

Mrs Vanda Broughton, Hon. Secretary 
(University College London; UDC Observer)

School of Library, Archives and Information Studies
University College London
Gower Street
London Tel: 020 7679 2291
WC1E 6BT E-mail:v.broughton@ucl.ac.uk, 

Secretary@blissclassification.org.uk 

Dr Leonard Will, Hon. Treasurer and Membership Officer 
(Willpower Information)

27 Calshot Way
Enfield Tel: 020 8372 0092
EN2 7BQ E-mail:Treasurer@blissclassification.org.uk 

Membership@blissclassification.org.uk 

Mr Tony Curwen, Hon. Editor, Bliss Classification Bulletin (to Dec: 2011)
(Personal member)

Bodnant
Primrose Hill
Llanbadarn Fawr
Aberystwyth Tel: 01970 611861
SY23 3SE E-mail:tony.curwen@zen.co.uk

Ms Angela Haselton (Tavistock & Portman NHS Trust Library)
Mr Adrian Dover (Personal member)
Dr David Johnson (St Peter’s College, Oxford)
Mr Jeremy Larkin (Personal member)
Ms Tamara Lopez (Open University)
Ms Julie Robinson (Personal member)
Mrs Elizabeth Russell (Personal member)

Note!!
Please address all enquiries about subscriptions, missing copies of the 
Bulletin, etc., to the Hon. Treasurer and Membership Officer,
and other Bulletin matters to bulletin@blissclassification.org.uk 
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The Bulletin, 1954 - 2011
a checklist

Vols. I - III     3 numbers per volume; irregular dates.  New York : H. W. Wilson Company, 1954-1966.
Vols. IV-VIII  4 numbers per volume; annual.  Bliss Classification Association, 1967-1983.
Nos. 26-53.  Annual numbers.  Bliss Classification Association, 1984-2011

[1] Vol.I, no.1. August 1954
[2] Vol I, no.2. March 1955
[3] Vol I, no.3. August 1955

[4] Vol.II, no.1. March 1957
[5] Vol.II, no.2. September 1959
[6] Vol.II, no.3. April 1963

[7] Vol.III, no.1. September 1964
[8] Vol.III, no.2. December 1965
[9] Vol.III, no.3. December 1966

[10] Vol.IV, no.1. December 1967
[11] Vol.IV, no.2. December 1968
[12] Vol.IV, no.3. December 1969
[13] Vol.IV, no.4. December 1970 Misnumbered as Vol.IV, no.3

[14] Vol.V, no.1. December 1971
[15] Vol.V, no.2. December 1972 Misnumbered as Vol.V, no.1
[16] Vol.V, no.3. December 1973
[17] Vol.V, no.4. December 1974

[18] Vol.VI, no.1. December 1975
[19] Vol.VI, no.2. January 1977
[20] Vol.VI, no.3. January 1978
[21] Vol.VI, no.4. January 1979

[22] Vol.VII, no.1. 1980 Misnumbered as Vol.VI, no.1
[23] Vol.VII, no.2. 1981
[24] Vol.VII, no.3. 1982
[25] Vol.VII, no.4. 1983 Misnumbered as Vol.VIII, no.4

26- Sequentially numbered annual issues, 1984-

Notes: The term ‘volumes’ had no significance: there were no volume title pages or indexes.
There was no issue with a 1976 date, Vol.VI, nos.1-2 being dated Dec. 1975 and Jan. 1977.

Editors: Vol.I, nos.1-3, 1954-1955 Henry Evelyn Bliss
Vol.II, no.1 - Vol. VII, no. 1, 1957-1980 Jack Mills
Vol.VII, no.2 - No. 53, 1981-2011 Tony Curwen

    

ell, that is all very dull, to be sure, but might possibly be useful 
some day. Far more interesting and valuable is what is to be found 
in these issues of the Bulletin.  Your retiring editor hopes to draw 

attention  to  significant  contributions  while  progressively  scanning  earlier 
numbers for the Association’s digital archive.

W
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Class T : Index, Inter – Inv
This is a rough attempt to supply another block of  entries missing from the A-Z index to Class T.  It  is  not 
presented as a model of good indexing, and some entries may still have been overlooked.  The pages are placed  
at the end of this issue so that they may be removed wholesale, trimmed and inserted into the printed volume.

A similar set of entries for Cont - Cove  was published in BCB No. 49, 2007. 

In-transit cheques : banking TFIEN

In-transit insurance THLK

In trust insurance THLRV

Intensive courses : training : personnel
   management

TURSB

Interest, Accrued : accounting TTLOJ

Interest (revenue) : accounting TTMTD

Interest on capital TKWDX

Interest receivable : accounting TTLOJ

Interests of shareholders : mergers :   
   financial management

TTWBM

Interface : word processing with computer
   systems : office management

TSRWFJ

Interfirm organization : restrictive trade
   practices

TEPQ

Interfirm studies : private sector TMN9BH

Intergovernment commodity agreements TOIAIE

Interim budgets : public finance TNHGR

Interim reports : financial statements TTODR

Interior decoration : buildings : operations
   management

TVHMT

Interior decoration : offices : office management TSOHMT

Interiors : buildings tax TNLTF

Interlocking accounts TTOW

Intermediaries : marketing : operations
   management

TXHW

Intermediaries (general) : agencies : markets TIJM

Intermediary reinsurance contracts THHFGE

Intermediate technology production TMCX

Internal audit : financial administration TTFH

Internal combustion engines : accident
   insurance

THNTQV

Internal control evaluation : audit : financial
   administration

TTFMN

Internal costing records : management
   accounting

TTPGW

Internal financial analysis : financial
   management

TTRGN

Internal funds : capital raising : investment TGLN

Internal industrial relations TLEM

Internal industrial relations : personnel
   management

TUEM

Internal lateral mobility (within same firm) :
   labour

TLNLT

Internal migration : mobility of labour TLNK

Internal migration : population change :
   labour economics

TLMPR

Internal rate of return : corporate investment TTTR

Internal reporting : accounting TTHST

Internal sources of funding : financial
   management

TTSK

Internal tariffs : customs and excise TNOX

Internal training : personnel management TURN

Internal transport : physical distribution
   management

TVJR

International agencies : economic policy TAE

International agreements : exchange control TOFTM

International aid TOP

International aid : government expenditure TNQV

International aid revenues : non-tax revenues TNPU

International Bank for Reconstruction and
   Development (1946; World Bank)

TOFLH

International banking TOFG

International central banks TOFLD

International Clearing Union (Keynes Plan;
   proposal 1944)

TOFMMAJP

International Conference of Free Trade Unions TLDRC

International consumer organizations TXRHP

International Development Association   (1960) TOFMP

International economics, International
   economy

TO

International Finance Corporation   (1956) TOFMN

International financial institutions TOFBK

International insurance forms THEXJ

International investment TOGL

International labour economics TORL

International market systems : marketing TXO

International Monetary Fund (1947) TOFM

International money (currency) TOFT

International money markets TOGJEK

International organizations : trade unions TLDRB

International organizations as insurers THCI

International road haulage insurance THSQRY

International strikes : industrial action TLJU

International trade and commerce TOI

International trade policy TOIAA

International transport : physical distribution
   management

TVJQS

Interoffice instructions : audit : financial
   administration

TTFKN

Interpretation : insurance policies THELP

Interpretation in accounting TTHU

Interpretations : study & research T9E

Interruption of business insurance THKP

Interruption of work insurance THKP

Interstate trade TIS

Intervention : central bank operations TFKO

Intervention : economic policy TAB
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Intervention : technical change : production TJAUP

Interviewing for jobs : personnel recruitment TUSS

Interviewing panels : personnel recruitment TUSST

Interviews : marketing research TWGE7M

Interviews for jobs : personnel recruitment TUSS

Intimidation : industrial action
   [amend classmark to TLHN from TLHM]

TLHN

Intoxication : risks : insurance THIBL

Intra-government departments revenues : non-
   tax revenues

TNPOR

Intra-industry comparisons : wage structure TLTED

Intra-industry trade TILH

In-transit cheques : banking TFIEN

In-transit insurance THLK

Intrinsic value : supply & demand TCMN

Introduction shares TGTC

In trust insurance THLRV

Intuitive management TQ6D

Inventories : capital TKXI

Inventory, Damaged : current assets :
   accounting

TTLSR

Inventory, Defective : current assets :
   accounting

TTLSR

Inventory, Ending : current assets : accounting TTLR

Inventory, Manufacturers’ : current assets :
   accounting

TTLRM

Inventory, Merchandise : current assets :
   accounting

TTLSN

Inventory, Non-manufacturers’ : current assets :
   accounting

TTLS

Inventory, Perpetual : current assets :
   accounting

TTLQJY

Inventory, Suppliers’ : current assets :
   accounting

TTLSP

Inventory : non-liquid assets : accounting TTLQ

Inventory (appropriation) : accounting TTNH

Inventory (profit & loss account) TTNX

Inventory changes : costs : accounts TTMXR

Inventory in transit : assets : accounting TTLST

Inventory insurance THLSM

Inventory-investment cycle : market system TEL8NF

Inventory management : physical distribution
   management

TVJV

Inventory observation : current assets :
   accounting

TTLQFLT

Inventory problems : management TQWS

Inventory stored elsewhere : assets :
   accounting

TTLSV

Inventory turnover : ratios : financial analysis TTRIP

Inventory write-down losses : balance sheets TTOKIINIW

Invested capital TKXB

Investigation : insurance claims THGG

Investigation procedures : study & research T3V

Investing groups : accounts : financial
   management

TTX

Investment TGL

Investment : financial management : insurance
   business

THATT

Investment : pension funds : life assurance THWATT

Investment accounts : banking TFHW

Investment appraisal : corporate investment TTTJ

Investment banks (USA) : credit institutions TGIF

Investment bonds insurance : life insurance THUVTVD

Investment companies TGIG

Investment function TGLAXF

Investment institutions : credit institutions TGIE

Investment management : corporate
   investment

TTTAJ

Investment performance characteristics :
   corporate investment

TTTK

Investment selection : portfolio management :
   corporate investment

TTU

Investment trusts TGIG

Investment yield : corporate investment TTTQ

Investment, Fixed : capital formation TKWP

Investments : fixed assets : banks TFIR

Investments as revenues : non-tax revenues TNPV

Investors TGOQ

Invisible balance : international trade TOJT

Invisible unemployment TLRI

Invitation for bid : government contracts :
   marketing

TYDQOV

Invoices : accounting documents TTGPT

Invoices : purchasing procedures : operations
   management

TVFMS

Involuntary unemployment TLP

Irregular business : bank services TFJJ
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